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FEDERJUJSPECIFICATION

Auaust 12, 1976
-S~G
H-S-951C
January 19, 1966

SYNTHETIC FILiO!ENTS ~R BRUSHES; -
GENEIU+L SPECIFICATION FOR

This specification was approved by the Commissioner, Federal Supply
Service, General Services Administration< for the use of all Federal -’ ,. , .
agencies.

1. SCOPE AND ,CLASSIFICATION

1.1 Scope. This specification covers synthetic plastic filaments for filling
brushes.

1.2 Classification.

1.2.1 Grade, classes, and types. The synthetic filaments shall be of one grade
and of the followzng classes and types, as specified (see 6.2) :

Class
Type
Type
Type

Class
Type
Type
Type

Class
Type
Type

E- Polyester.
I- Tapered.
11 - Level.
111 - Crimped.

N - Polyamide.
I- Tapered.
11 - Level.
III - Crimped.

P- Polypropylene.
II - Level.
111 - Crimped.

2. tiPLIC-LE DocuMmrrs

2.1 The following documents, of the issues in effect on date of invitation for
bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent

I specified herein.

I

Federal Specifications:

TT-E-776 - Ethylene Glycol Monobutyl Ether (For USe in 0r9anic coatin9S) .
T’T-M-261 - Methylethyl Ketone (For Use in Organic COatin9S). Technical .
TT-T-291 - Thinner, Paint, Volatile Spirits, Petroleum Spirl.T
PPP-B-636 - Boxes, Shipping, Fiberboard.
PPP-F-320 - Fiberboard; Corrgated and Solid, Sheet Stock Container Grad&), and

Cut Shapes.

Federal Standard:

Fed. Std. No. 123 - Marking for Shipment (Civil Agencies).

.,.. .,-..-—. . —. — -------
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(Activities outside the Federal Government may obtaincopiesof FederalSpecifica-
tions,Standards,and Handbooksas outlined under General Information in the Index
of Federal Specifications and Standards and at “the.prices indicated in the Index.
The Index, which includes cumulative monthly supplements as issued, “Ks for sale on
a subscription basis by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, .EC 20402.

(Singlecopies of this specificationand other Federal Specificationsrequiredby
activities outside the Federal Government for bidding purposes are available without
charge from Business Service Centers at the General Services Administration Recyional
Offices in Boston, New York, Washington, DC, Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas city, MO,
Fort Worth, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Seattle, WA.

(Federai Government activities may obtain copies of Federal Specifications, Stan-
dards, and Handbooks and the Index of Federal Specifications and Standards from
established distribution points in their agencies.)

Military Standards:
!

M’L-STD-105 - Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes.
MXL-STD-129 - Marking for Shipment and Storage.

(Copies of Military specificationsand Standards required by suppliers in connection
with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring activity
or as directed by the contracting officer. )

2.2 Other publications. . The following documents form a part of this specification
to the extent specified herein. Unless a specific issue is identified, the issue
in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for.proposal shall apply.

National Motor Freight Traffic Association, Inc”., Agent:

National Motor Freight Classification.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American Trucking Associations,
Inc., Tariff Order Section, 1616 P Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.)” !.

Uniform Classification Committee, Agent: ;

Uniform Freight Classification.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Uniform Classification Committee,
Room 1106, 222 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago; IL 60606.) /--.)

AHIerican Chemical Society (A.C.S.) Specifications: Reagent Chemicals (Fifth ‘Edition)
1

Acetone. J
N-butanol (butyl,alcohol). .,

Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol).
Methanol (methyl alcohol) f
Toluene ,.

(Application for copies should & addressed”to the American Chem’icalSocieky, 1155
Sixteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.)

3. REQUIREMENTS
<-

3.1 Materials. The plastic” filament materials shall conform to the applicable
physical characteristics in table I, when tested as specified in 4.2.4 and as indicated

-.

below:

L-
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TABLE 1. Physical characteristics
Characteristic Class

.—— .
Value . .....—

Meltinq point

Specific gravity

Loss in weight

Moisture absorption

,

Solvent resistance

Modulus of elasticity (Type II only)

Shrinkage

Resistance to N-butyl alcohol

Recovery from flex.

E
N
P

‘E
N
P

N
P.

E

N

P

1%,N, 6 P

E

N

P

P’

NhP.-

P

210° - 230”C
203° - 223°C
1.64° - 170°C

1.33 max.
1.10 max.
0.92 max.

0.3 percent max’.-
.,.

0.1 percent max.

1.0 percent max. at 100 percent
relative humidity and 23°C (7.3.5.’°F)
temperature.

2.0 percent max. at 50 percent
relative humidity and 23°C (73.5°F)
temperature.

4.0 percent max, at 100 percent
relative humidity and 23”C. (73.5°F)
temperature.
0.2 percent max. at 100 percent
relative humidity and 23°C (73.5°F)
temperature.

Shall mot disolve or show visual
swelling.

2.5 - 5.0 X 105 p.s.i. min. after con-
ditioning in 4.3.1.
3.0 x 105 p.s.i. min. after con-
ditioning in 4.3.1.
1.5 x 105 p.s.i. min. after immersion
in distilled water for 16 hours.

2.5 x 105 p.s.i. min. after con-
dition g in 4.3.1.
2.5 X 10? p.s.i. min after immersion
in distilled water for 1.6hours.

1.0 percent max.

Not dissolved or”allacked after
boiling for 3 minutes.

100 max. angular degrees from origin:.1
straight line or 180” form.

—- — —.. .—. ..— —

3.1..1 Class E. Class E filament material shall be composed princl~a’ly of a
highly polmd ester of the poly .(butylene.- 1,4 terephthalate) type which has
recurring ester groups as an integral part of the main polymer chain, the terephthalate
being “ingreater amount than other dicarboxylates.

3.1.2 Class N. Class N filament materials shall be composed principally of a
long-chain synthetic-polymeric amide which has ,recurring amide groups as an integral
part of the main polymer chain.

.3..L..3 .CJaes.-P. Cless ~P~fihunent meteri,al*hall be composed primc%pally of ‘a
long chain hydrocarbon ,polymer which is predominately sterospecific in molecular
character. The pglymer shall be polypropylene.

3
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3.2 Design.

3.2”.1 Type I. Type I tapered filaments shall uniformly decrease in ditieter
throughout their length”and shall conform to the size”’designations in table II. The
filaments shall be straight end have a smooth uniform surface. The ratio of
bundle ”diameters, butt to tip, and bundle butt diameters shall be,as shown in table II.

3.2.2 Type II. Type II level filaments shall be of uniform diameter throughout
their length and shall conform to the size designation and variations in table III.
Filaments shall be straight and have a smooth uniform surface.

3.2.3 Type III. Class P, type III crimped filaments shall be uniformly”and
consistently crimped in accordance with the values shown in.table V when tested”as
specified in 4.2.4. Classes E and N, type III crimped filaments shall be uniformly

. .

and consistently crimped in accordance with the values shown in table V(a) when
tested as specified in 4.2.4.

TABLE II. Dimensions of class E & N, type I filaments
Size Average tip Average butt Bundle, butt

designat.tin
Bundle butt

Lengthl diameter diameter to tip ratio diameter
Inches Inch Inch Inches

9-5 2-1/2 to 5-1/2 0.0050 + 0.0016 0.0090 + 0.0008 1.55 ~ .15 2 ~ l/8
- 0.0004 - 0.0020

9-5 2 to 2-1/4 .0060 + .0008 .0090 + 0008 1.40 .20
.0012

Do.
.0020

—

12-8 2-l\2 to 5-1/2’ .0080 + .0008 .0120 + .0014 1.55 ~ .15 Do.
.0016 -. .0014

1,5-10 2-1/2 to 5-1/2 .0100 + .0010 .0150 + .0017 1.55 + .15 Do.
.0018 .0011

—

~/ Lengths supplied in 1/4-~nch increments within the range as specified. (See
3.3.1 for length tolerance. )

3.3 Length.

3.3.1 Class E & N. Class.E & N filaments s%all be of the lengths shown in tables II
and III for types I and II, respectively, as specified. The ends in.each bundle
shall be cut essentially square. A tolerance of plus 1{8 inch and no minus tolerance
shall be pe~itted for type I filaments.

:
A tolerance of + 1/16 inch shall be permitted

for’ type,.11 filaments.
—

3.3.2 Class P. Class P filaments shall have a,length of from 1 inch to 49 inches,
as specified. The filaments may be supplied in increments of 1/8 tnch within this j

range. The ends of each bundle shall be cut,square and there shall be no fusing
together of individual filaments at the cut ends. A tolerance of + 1/16 inch will
be permitted for types II and II filaments. j

3.4 Sizes.

3.4.1 Class E and N. The diameter of:class E and N “Eila,mentsshall ..beas specified
~

i
within the tolerances shown in tables II and III for types I and II filaments,
respectively, when,tested in accordance with 4.2.4 The bundle diameters shall be ~

as shown”in tables 11 and III when tested as specified in 4.!2.4.
4

,. J

4

,.
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TABLE III. Dimensions of class E and N, type II filaments
Variation in
roundness
(tolerances)

Size Average In- Inches 2 + 1/8”
designations all dividual for all liize

(caliper) strands strands Lengths* designations
Inch Inch Inch Inches Inches

.

0.0025-
0.0060 ~ 0.0005 + 0.0005 1-9 inclusive—

, .. + 1/63. .

.007-
.014 1“ 0005 + .0010 Do. DO.

.015-
—

.022 + .0005 + .0015 Do. Do.

.028 ~ .0010 ~ .0020 Do. Do.
.032-
.036 ~ .0015 ~ .0023 Do. Do.

.040-
.045 ~ .0020 ~ .0025 DO. Do.

.050-
.055 + .0020 + .0030 Do. Do.

.060 ~ .0020 ~ .0030 DO. Do.

~/ Also supplied in hank lengths of 46 ~ 1/2 inch. . .. .....-

~/ Lengths supplied in any increments as specified within these ranges.

TASLE IV. Class P diameter sizes and tolerances
Maximum out of roundness

Specified
ratio of average

Tolerance of large @iameter to
diameter- average average small diameter.
(rein.) small-diameter

...ininches .
(Medsure perpendicular

in inches ,..to~.eachother.)

0.006 - 0.010 + 0.0005 1.30
.011 - .018 z .0010 L.40
.019 - .030 T .0015 1.50
.031 - .039 T .0020 1.60
.040 - up T .0030 1.60—

3.4..2 Class P. Class P filaments shall have a (minor) diameter (when Out of
round) ‘of 0.005 to 0.100 inch, inclusive, in increments of 0.001 inch, as specifie~,
and shall be within the diameter and out-of-roundness tolerance shown in table .i
when tested as specified in 4.2.4. The bundle diameter for each size, as specified.,
shall be 2 inches or larger as agreed between the contracting officer ?.nhthe
supplier, with a plus or minus 1/4 inch tolerance, for each bundle .qhe~tcs”cetiin
accordance with ,4.2.4.

3.5 Color.

3.5.1 Class E.
,. . . .

...

3.5.1.1 Types 1, II and 111.. The color of types I, II and III filaments shall be
sable brown.

3.5.2 Classes N and P.

3.5.2.1 Type 1. The color of type I filaments shall be black.

3.5.2.2 Types II and III. The color of types II and 111 filaments shall be
black or natural” as specified (see 6.2).

an~k;e?wand grease.
...The filamentb shall be clean, well finished, ends cut square,

The filaments shall conform to the quality and grade
of prOdUCt established by this specification.

5
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TABLE V. Crimp amglitude4 and frecyiency for class P, type 111

Filament No. 6 freq~ency cr.imp5
—.

No. 10.freqbcr?cy crimps No. i; freqaency crirnT5
c?iameter, Amplitude in~h Amplitude inch Amplitude inch

inch Heavy Medium Lzght Heavv Ned icm Lig’nt— .—. Heavy Med iUX,—. Liglhl

0.006
‘“ “:.~008

.010

.012

.914

.0i6

.018

.02,0

.022

.024

.oz~

.028

.020

.032

.034

.0.36

.036

.040

-, .,. ,, .-,- ... A
,,.; , ,-

0.C24
.o~6

.032

.036

..040

.044

.046

.048
..050

.052

.054

.056

.058

.060
.-

0.01.4--
.018 .014

.016

.018

.~,u

. 0;4

.026

.030

.03:2

.c:~

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.020 .014.
.GJ.6

:::: .0:8
.026 .020.
.028 .024
.030 626
.032 ‘.029
.0?4 .030
.035 .032

-’

..

0.032
.038
.044
.050
.054
.058
.062 .’,,
.064

.t064
.064
.064
.064

.020

.022
0.320
.0220.026

;032
.038
.042
.046
.052
.058

: ;:;
.062
.062

.

O.izs
.,03.0
.332

036
., j ~ Cj

.040’

.642

.026

.028
.026
.030
.034
.038
,042

I

.032

.034

.038

.040

.044

.046
,048
.050
.052

054
.:056

.058

.046

.048

.050

.05?

.654

.056

.

,.-

,.
~/ Amplitudes shown are average amplitudes to +-0.005 tolerance.

—.. .——

~/ Frequencies.shown are averaqe frequency to ~15 percent toierfince.
Amplitude = Total width of filament crimu.

Frequencies = Total half waves per inch. “

TABLE V(a). Crimp amplitude and frequency foi class F c N, type III i,~ 7/

Nominal
—...—-. —.-—

filament Kc. 10 crimp frequency No. 13 crimp frequb:.cy No. ~5 crimp frequency
diameter Amplitude (inch) Amplitude (inch) AmDlitilde (Inch)
(inch) HD (Deeo) HL (Light) HD (Deep) HL (light) lib (Dekpj.— HL (Light)

---
---’

0.003
.004
.005
.006
.007
008
:f)ocl
:0?0
.o~~
012
:013

,,.o14
.015
‘.016
017.
.018
.019)
:020
.G21
<22
22:
025
:ijza
.C32
.036-

--- 0.005
--- .005
--- .005
--- .O(js
--- .005
--- .010
--- .010
--- .010
--- .010
----- .010
---’ .ol~
--- .012
--- .012
--- .012
--- .012
--- .012
--- .012
---- .912
... ‘.012

--- .012
c’.o~.5 ---,

.005 ---

.005 .,--

.o:~

.s05 ‘ ‘ - - :::

0.003
..003
.903
.003
.003
.005
..005
.005
.005
.005
.(Jr):;
“l,L)j.

.0G5

‘.005

[1(!5
.505
.c~~
,()~~

on?
,.2r,+,
----
----
-..,

---
---

0.005
.005
.005
.oQ~
.905

0.003
.003
.fJo3
.CG3
003

:005
.005
.005
.005
.005.’
iJo5

:005
.965
.305
.005
.005
“.005
.005
.~,.!lj
005 :
.005
.03s
.005

---
---
---
---
---
---
---
.---,
---
---
---

.910

.01.0

.010

.010

:;;:
. .

.L1..2

.012

.0:.2

---
--—

. 012---

.012

.0?.2
---
---
-. ‘31:?

:012 ‘---
o.oi>
.:12
(J12”
:012
.012” “

.212

.il12
1012
.():2 .005.-....012-.. .. ....-005-. ,.....

———..- ‘.——— — —--- .—- .——- ....— -
4

.,~/ Ampli::.udesshown are average amplitudes to F O.”~Oiinc~l‘-:?~!:rance. ‘.-

‘7/.Fzeaue..:iess~-oynaxe’averaq~ ‘requen?ies to ~ in perr~n+.t,>ler’antearidare based—
or the itumber of.halfwaves per ‘-ch. ., -,
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4. CJALITY ASSURIWCE PROVISIONS

$.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the contract
or purchase order, the SUPP1ier is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise specified in the contract or
orzler, the supplier may use his own or any other facilities suitable for the per-
formance of the inspection requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the
Government. The Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections
set forth in the specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure
that supplies and services conform to prescribed requirements.

.4..2 ,Quality conformance inspections. Inspection shall beperformed in accordance
with the provisions set forth in MIL-STD-105 except where otherwise indi”ca”ted.

.-
For

purposes of sampling, a lot shall consistof all end items made of the same class,
type; and color from the same production run and offered for inspection at one time.

4.2.1 Component and material inspection. In accordance with 4.1, components
and materials shall be tested in accordance with all the requirements of referenced
specifications, drawings, and staiidards,unless otherwise excluded, amended, modified,
or qualified in this specification or applicable purchase documents.

4.2.2 Certificate of compliance. A certificate of compliance shall be furnished
to the contracting officer for determination of requirements listed be>ow.

Requirement
Material Characteristic ._.~?=@l-.

Class E fil,amentmaterial Material identification
Class N filament material

3.1.1
Material identification

Class P filament material
3.1.2

Material identification 3.1.3

4.2.3 Examination of the end item. The end item shall be ex~ined for visual,
dimensional., and preparation for delivery defects. For purposes of sampling, a
lM shallcoksiat of bunfilesof--gi-lame@s of the same.class and type for the examina-
tions in 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2 and of shipping’containers in the end item inspection
lot for the exarhination in 4.2.3.3. The inspection levels and acceptable quality
levels (AQLs) for these examinations shall be as specified in 4.2.3.4. .-

4.2.3.1 Visual examination. The end item shall be examined for defects in workman-
ship and color. The sample unit shall be one bundle of filaments of the same class
and type.

,.,
Examine

.——
~~ Defect —

Workmanship ‘Not clean
Ends not Sq.ua.rectit.
Fused cut ends of filamehts.
Rough finish.
Contains dirt or grease.

Color Not as specified.

-m

7 4.2’.’3.2”Dimens’ibfial@xariinati%n.(leny@. ‘~ exdm”inatioii”shaui be made-to “ ‘ -
detetiine that the lenqth of the filaments c’onfoimt5 the dimensional requirements
with allowak.letolerances as’specified. knylength that does not conform to,require-”
nients shall be a defect. The sample’ unit for ‘this examination shall be one bundle’
of filaments of.the same class an”dtype.

..-

.,
7
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Examine’ Defect ‘

,

Dimensions Filament length not within allowable
tolerances.

4.2.3.3 Examination of preparation for delivery requirements. An examination
ehall be made to determine that packaging, packing, and marking requirements comply”
with section 5. Defects shall be scored in accordance with the list below. The
sample unit shall be one shipping container fully prepared for delivery with the
exception that it need not be sealed. Defects of closure listed below “shall be
examined on shipping containers fully prepared for delivery. The lot size shall be,
the number of shipping containers offered for delivery at one time.

Examine Defect

Marking (exterior and interior) Omitted, incorrect, illegible, of improper sizer
location, sequence, ”or method of application.

Materials Any component missing.
-y component damaged, affecting serviceability.

Workmanship Inadequate application of components, such as:
Incomplete closure of container.
flaps, loose strapping, improper taping, or
inadequate stapling.

Bulging or distortion of containers.

Weight Net weight exceeds requirement.

—

4.2.3.4 Inspection levels and AQLs for examination. The inspection levels for

determining the sample size, and the AQLs, expressed in defects per 100 units shall
be as follows:

Examination Inspection
.—.

paragraph levels AQL. —.—

4.2.3.1 S-4 2.5
4.2.3.2 s-4

.
2.5

4.2.3.3 s-2 2..5

“4.2.4 Testing of the end item. Testing. of the filaments shal~. be performed in

accordance w~th table VI for the characteristics shown -therein. The sample unit
shall be two bundles of filaments of each.class and ,type. The lot size shall ’be
expressed in units of bundles of filaments -of the same class ,and type. The sample
size for the designated lot size shall be as.shown below: There shall be no evidence
of’ failure of any sample unit to meet the requirements as specified. All” test
reports shall contain the individual values utilized in expressing the final result.

Lot size.— Sample “Fize. .——

800 or less 2
801, up to and including 22,000’ 3
22,001 and over 5

,!

.

.— ——,

4.3” Test procedures . Samples selected in accordance with 4.2 shall be subjected to
the follow$ng test. Alternate test techniques and equipment may be used by the
“Governmentfbut in ca’se of dispute, the methods specified herein”shall prevail.
Unless otherwise specified, standard“testcotiditionsare a temperatureof 23 ? 2°C
:(73.4“f3..6”F)and “arelative humidity of 50 ~ s percent. Failure to pass any test
or noncompliance to the requirement shall be cause for rejection of the lot. Al 1

tests shall be evaluated for conformance with the.requirements specified in section 3,

8
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4.3.1 conditioning. The filaments shall be conditioned for not less than 48
hours at standard laboratory conditions before conducting the tests for size and
modulus of elasticity. The specimens shall be tested in the same atmosphere.

4.3.2 Sizes.

4.3.2.1 Specimen. The.specimen shall consist of thirty filaments, individually-
taken at random from any bundle of each class, type, and size, conditioned as specified
in 4.3.1.

TABLE VI. Instructions for testinq
No. determi- Results reported as

Requirement Test nations per Pass or Numerically
Characteristic paragraph method sample unit fail to nearest

Sizes
Bundles diameter
Melting point
Specific gravity
Loss in weight
Moisture absorption
Solvent resistance
Modulus of elasticity
Shrinkage

Resistance to N-butyl
alcohol

Crimp

Recovery from flex

3.4
3.4
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1

4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.4
4.3.5
4.3.6
4.3.7
4.3.8
4.3.9
4.3.10

3.1 4.3.11
3.2.3 4.3.12

3.1 4.3.13

Average of 30
,

:
1

Average of 2
Average of 2

1
Average of 3
Average of 5

x
.-

1 x
5

Average of 5

0.0002 inch
1/16 inch

l“c
0.01

0.1 percent
0.1 percent

0.1 x 105 p.s.i
0.1 perce;.!:
for class P

0.002 inch
crimp anpl.
1° of angle

4.3.2.2 Apparatus.

4. 3.2.2.1 Types I and 1.1. The apparatus shall consist of”a common micrometer
ca~iper”with’the usual flat anvils which will give accurate readings to 0.0002 inch.

4.3.2.2.2 Type III. The apparatus shall consist of a micrometer
triangular or wedge shaped anvils, the included angle of which shall
60° and which are so positioned as to make the specimen measurements
points,of the wedge.

4.’3.2.3 ~rocedure.

4.3.2.3.1 Type I. The diameter of each filament in the specimen
shall be measured at the butt end to the nearest 0.0002 inch and the

caliper with
not exceed
between the

of type I fila$?nt
value recox i.ti.

4.3.2.3.2 Types II and III. The diameter of each filament in the .sVe:imenof
types II and III shall be measured across both the-minor diameter ~nd the rr.a+~r
diameter (perpendicular to the minor diameter) at’the same spot on t. fil~-ent *
the nearest 0.0002 inch and the values recorded.,....,.

4.3.2.4 Results.
.

4.3..2..4.1.Type:I...... The average of ~he.results .obtained from the.-th.irty-filaments ‘.
measured shall be the diameter of the filament and.shall be reported to the nearest
0.0002 inch.

4.3.2.4.2 Types II and III. The averaqe of the minor diameter of the thirty
Xil-am.entsshall be ..the.di,ve,ter.o.f khe .fi~wen,t and shall be reported ,tothe ,ne,ar.e.st
0.0002 inch. The average of the measurements of the major diameter of the thirty
filaments shall be divided by the average minor diameter (above) and the resulting
out-of-roundness ratio reported for class P filaments only.

9
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4.3.”3 Bundle diame~er.—.

I

4.3.3.1 Specimn. The specimen shall “consist of a btindieef synthetic filaments
taken- from each cla<~, type, and size.

4,.3.3.2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall consist of a narrow tape which will give
accurate-measurements’‘Kg1~16 i~ch”.-

.... . ....W.A..- .,=.,.,.,.........-..”...-.<...-..-.->-4. -,-----‘,

4.3.;.3 Pr6zetiuzc. The circumference of the bundle shall be measured at both butt
r.ndtip ends~——

4,3.3.4 Results. The diameters shall be measured to the nearest 1/16 inch and
the ratio calcula~ed. Boththe diameters and ratio shall be recorded.

4.2.4 Melting point.

~.3.4.l Classes E, N and P filaments.

The specimen shall consist of a piece of filament approxi-
4”3 ~~;t i~%%%&gth.mate 1v

Apparatus.4.J.4..3 _ The apparatus shail be a Fisher-Johns melting point
appkratusm

4.3.4.4 Procedure for determining the melting pint for classes Et N and ~
filaments. Use procedure as furnished with apparatus.

4.3.4.2.4.3.4.5 Results. The melting point of the specimen shall be the melting point
~f the sample and shall be recorded to the nearest l“C.

4.3.5 ~cific qrav”ity.

4.3.5.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of 0.5 to 1,’0gram of synthetic
filaments.

4.3.5.2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall consist of the following: <
a. A.10-milliliter-capacity pycnometer.
b. Analytical balance.

,,!

c. -Anal’yticalweights.
,,.

“ 4.3-5.3 Procetiure. The spec~men shall be weighed at standard ,laboratory con-
ditions. The pycnometer shall be weighed empty, filled with 95 percent ethanol for
all classes of filaments and weighed again. The”specimen shall be inserted into the
pycnometer again, filled with the specified liquid and again weighed. ‘lhe.specific
gravity of the.specimen shall be.calculated :as<follows.:

..
Sp2cific qravlty, 23”C/23°C = 0.9975’x WY Xs

WI - (W3 - W2)

where: ,“
WI =weight’of the specimen in’aii~ ~grams.
W2 = weight of the pycnome’ter filled with a.icohol, grams.

,.

W3 = weight of the pycnometer with specirnen;aqd alcohoL, grams.
s = specific gravity of the 95 percent ethanol at 23°C/230C.

.,

4.3.5.4 Results. lne specific gravity of the sample shall be the specific gravity
of.Lhe specimen and shall be recorded to the nearestO .01.

4.3.6 Loss ‘in weight.

4.3.6’:1 Specimefi.”-Th@ specimen shall ‘consist of approximately ~ ~rams-of”tne. ‘.
synthetic filaments.

.,

4.’3.6..2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall cons~st of th=”follow”+,ng:

a. Aralyt.ical balance. -.
1.
.. . ,M.alytical weights.
c. controlled temperature clrculatinq-~ir oven.
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approximately’1 inch4.3.6.3 Procedure. The specimen shall be cut into lengths
lona. The sDecimen shall be vlaced in a weicrhinubottle and dried to constant
wei~ht in a circulating-airo~en at a temperitur~ of 70° z 1°C (158° ~ 2°F’)for 15-16
haurs, The dried specimen shall then be heated in a circulating-airoven at a
temperatureof 100° + 1°C (212”+ 2“F) for 8 hours and again weighed. .Theloss in
weight in pqrcent..shgllbe calcuia.ted.as.follows: .- . .. -- ...”..>4-! .-..

Loss in weight x 100 = Percent loss in
Qeight of specimen (constant weight at 70”c) weight at 100”C

4.3.6.4 Results. Two specimens shall be tested. The average of the results
obtained from the two specimens tested shall be the 10SS in weight of the samPle ‘
and shall be recorded to the nearest 0.1 percent.

4.3.7 Moisture absorption.

4.3.7.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of approximately 5 grams of the syn-
thetic filament.

4.3.7.2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall consist of the following:

a. Analytical balance.
h. Analytical weights.
c. Controlled temperature circulating-air oven.

4.3.J.3 Procedure. The specimen shall be cut into lengths approximiitel-y””l‘in-ch‘“’“’
long. The specimen shall be placed in a weighing bottle and dried to constant *ight
in a circulating-air oven at a temperature of ~QO + 1°C (158° ~ 2“F) for 15-18 hours.
The weighing bottle, with the lid off, but contain~ng the dried specimen, shall be
exposed to standard laboratory conditions until it reaches constant weight (5-6 days).
At the end of the exposure period, the specimen shall be weighed and the amount of the
moisture absorbed in percent shall be calculated as follows:

Increase in weight X 100 = Percent increase in weight at standard laboratory
Dry weight condition’s.

The procedure described above shall be repeated except that the conditioning atmosphere
in this case shall be 98 to 100 percent relative humidity. The moisture absorbed
shall be calculated as follows:

~ncrease in weight x 100 = Percent increase in weight at standard labo~atorY
Dq.weight conditions. ;,”

. ,.

4.3.7.4 Results. Two specimens shall be”tested: The average of’the results ‘“
obtained from the two specimens tested shallbe the moisture absorption of the sample
and shall be recorded to the nearest 0.1 percent.

. ~..!

4.3.8 Solvent resistance.

4.3.8.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of five equal lengthpieces of the
filament. Each piece shall be taken from a “different filament.

4.3.8.2 Apparatus. The apparatus.,shall consist of the following:

(~) Test tubes.
(bj Solvents, class E filament. ‘

(1) Denatured ethyl alcohol (ACS reagent grade).
(2) Methanol (ACS reagent grade).
(3) Mineral spirits (in accordance with TT-T-291) .

(c) Solvents,”classe’s“N“and P filaments’.
. . . ..

(1) Acetone (ACS reagent grade).
(2) Denatured ethyl alcohol (ACS reagent grade).
(3) Methanol (ACS reagent grade).
(4) Mixture of equal parts of toluene and methanol, methYiethYlketone

or ethylene dichloride and chloroform. Toluene, metha”nol, and
chloroform, ACS reagent grade: methylethylketone’,TT-M-261.

11
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4.3.8.3 Procedure. A quantity of each solvent shall be placed in separate test
tubes to a d~ti ~pproximately one-half the length of the pieces of filament. One
or two pieces of -he filament shall be immersed to a depth of about one-half their

.

length in each s~.rent for a period of 8 hours at standard laboratory conditions. At
t:heend of the exposure period, each piece of.filamen-t.shall be.-examined visually
for swelling or dissolving of the filament. In the case of black filament, a very
slight discoloration is not considered an indication of the filament having dissolved.

4.3.8.4 Results. ?my visual change in size or shape of the pieces of filament shall
be recorded.

- 4.3.9 Modulus of elasticity. ~~ -.. .!. - * ,

4.3.9.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of a piece of snythetic filament
l-1/4 inches long. For type I filaments, the specimen shall be taken from the butt
end.

4.3.9.2 Apparatus and equipment. The apparatus and equipment shall consist of the
foilowing: (See 6.3).

a. Traveling microscope or cathetometer, range 50 mm.
L. Micrometer dial gage, 1/8 inch range, graduated in 0.0001 inch.
c. Filament support and small weights made from copper and iron wire. The

weight should be capable of being balanced easily on the filament. The
weight to be used for any particular caliper of filament should give a
deflection between 1.0 and 1.5 mm.

d. The micrometer slide has the accessory apparatus, illustrated by figure “1,
attached to the base.

e. A source of illumination tc facilitate measurement with micrometer slide.
f. A steel rule to check position of telescope, forceps, and stopwatch.

4.3.9.3 Procedure.

4.3.9.3.1 Several filaments shall be conditioned in accordance with 4.3.1.
..

4:>.$:”3.2 Several”’filaments shall be soake< 16 hours in’distilled water at.
standard laboratory conditions.

4.3.9.3.2.1 A filament shall be remcved from the conditioning medium and a
specimen l-1/4 isches in length immediately cut from the but end and placed in the
Suppo* .

4.3.9.3.2.2 The telescope shall be focused on the top of the filament and,the
proper weight carefully placed on the center of the span. After 30 seconds, the we{ght
shall be removed and the telescope refocused. The weight, which is balanced on the
lonq arm of the accessory apparatus, shall again be placed on the filament and
deflection measurement made after 30 seconds. The weight shallbe removed, the
telescope refocused.and the deflection aqain determined, thus, two deflection
measurements are made cn the same speci’rnen. (The telescope should give an inverted’
‘image.)

4..3.9.3.2.3 It is preferable to caliper the fi’lamentafter determining the
deflection, as the filament should not be handled too much before testing. The
specimens (4.3.9.1) shall be tested as quickly as possible after removing from the
,::>;~di.tiering’’~dim,ko avoid -changes-.due..todrying.- -...... . -w.....-...-., >. .. ,.,

\

. . .
- --s;.,:

... .,

“,.

,., ,. . . ..

12
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4.3.9.3.2.4 ‘Thestiffness of the filament shall be calculated from the a’;erage
diameter determined as described in 4.3.2 except that three measurements shall bz
made of each specimen and the results averaged, and the deflection with a particular
weight. The weight used should gi’lea deflection between 1.0 and 1.5 mm. Actually,
the deflection should be proportional to the weight over a wide range of weights.

“4.3.9.3.2.5 . The telescope shall be centered so that the-crosshairs: a>e”focused “
on the center of the l-inch span. A steel

4.3.9.3.3 Calculation.

a.” Classes 1?and N, types I and 11.
shall be calculated as follows:

E = (0.0237) (P) (Mechanical design
(Y) (dq)

rule should be used to obtain a good focus,

The mcwiulus of elasticity (stiffness)

formula for simple round beam in flexure.)

where :

E

P
d
Y

b.

E

= The stiffness of the filament, generally called the modulus of elasticity;
pounds per square inch.

= Weight at center of be~; grams.
= Average diameter of filament;inch.
= Deflection of beam; millimeters.

Class P, type II. The modulus of elasticity (stiffnessshall be calculatedas
follows:

= (0.0237) (P) (Mechanical design formula for simple out-of-round beam in
(Y) (A) (B~) flexure. )

Symbols common to (a) above indicate the same measurements and
A = Average diameter perpendicular to deflection (usually larg’erdiameter of

elliptical filament).
B = Average diameter in same direction of deflection (usually smaller diameter

of elliptical filament).
.:

4.3.9.4 Results. Three specimens from each sample shall be tested under each
set of conditions described in 4.3.9.3.1 and 4.3.9.3.2. The average of the
results obtained from the specimens tested under each set of conditions shall be the
modulus of elasticity [stiffness ~ of the sample under those conditions and shall be
reported to the nearest 0.1 x 10 pounds per square inch.

4.3.10 Shrinkage. A specimen of the filament, not less than 1 inch in length, shall
be immersed in water at a temperature of 180” ~ 2°F for a period of 10 minutes. At
the end of the immersion period, the specimen shall be removed, the decrease in
length measured to.the nearest 0.02 inch, and the percent decrease calculated. Five
specimens shall be tested. The average of the results obtained from the specimens
tested shall be the shrinkage of the sample ‘andshall be recorded to the nearest
one percent for class S filaments and to the nearest 0.1 percent for class P filaments.

4.3.11 kesist~ce to ?:-butyl alcohol.

4.3.11.1 Specimen. The specj.menshall consist ~? five equal-length.pieces of the
filament. Each piece shall be taken from a different filament.

. .
4.3.11.2 N-butyl alcohol in accordance with ACS reagent grade.—

-——. .—— — — . .- -. - - — ... .. ——— .—— — — - —— .—-——
4.3.11.3 Procedure. The N-butancl shall be brought to.boilingand the specimens

-----

1 immersed in the boii~g liquid for a period of 3 minutes. At the end of the exposure
f, period, each piece “f filament sp.allbe examined visually for swelli-nqor other evidence

of chmgc.

i

,,
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4.3.11.4 Re@’llts. L?y visual change in any of the pieces of filament shall be——
recoxtied.

4.3-.12 Crimp--type 111 filament. — .

4:3.12.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of five pieces of filzment approxi-
mately 2 inches long, eazh of which has been taken from a different filament. .

4.3.12.2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall consist of:

a. A self-illuminated magnifying projector or shadow graph of known magnification
‘of greater than 20X at a fixed projection distance (see.6.4). ...

b. A mo+ected irnaqescreen on which hzs been Printed a scale, as ‘below,of
.....‘.

4.3.12.

tie ~ame enlar~ement as the magnification ;f the projector. The crimp
amplitude scale will be series ~f horizontal lines startinq at the base
line in intervals of 0.002 inch. The crimp frequency scale shall ccasist
of a vertical base line and a series of vertical Ilnes at proper intervals
and so design~ted for 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 7, 6, and 5 crimp frequencies
(half wave $ycle) -perinch.

3 Procedure. Each of the five sDecinwns shall be Dlaced in the ob?ective.
field of the magnifyin~ projector and projected >nto the screen. The projected imaae

shall first be examined for a smooth, unifczm, crimp waveform and the absence of
jagged, sharp, or saw tooth crimp. The specimen shall then be aligned so that the
lower crests of its ipage rest on the base line of the amplitude scale on t~:~screen.
The image shall be examined for crimp a-plitude as indicated by the scale. The specimen
shall be aligned so the crimp frequency scale base line passes perpendicularly through
the center of the upper crest of a waveform. A determination shall be made of the
nearest crimp frequency line on the scale to the center of the adjacent lower crest of
the waveform.

4.3.12.4 Results,. A report and record shall be made of:

a. ,The! nature of the crimp waveform.
.b. The.crimp amplitude to the nearest 0.002 inch.:

The nearest crimp frequency. “ “’
..,..,,, ,,,,.

c. .. f

,.

., ~.

..,:

4.3.13 Flex recovery --class P.—-

4.3.13.1 Specimen. The specimen shall consist of five full Ienqth filaments up to
6 inches long.

4.3.13.2 Apparatus. The apparatus shall consist of:

a. TWO point:sin a horizontal plane ~etweer.which a filament may be suspended.
b. A set of seven clamps capable of tightly clamping filament ends and

supporting up to five pounds.
c. A set of weights variable from”100 ,to 3000-grams in intervals of 10 grams

(such as,a suspendable container of lead shotj.’
‘d. A timer or stopwatch of at least 30 minutes maximum time” measurement.
e. A protractor or polar coordinate graph paper measured in full ~egrees’ and

of at, least 180° full measurement capacity.,..

4.2.13.3 Procedure.
...

A ,lengthof filament of the size to be tested shal’~be clamped “
* securely at e“achend and.suspended .h.or.i,z.on.t.ellY..,Be.tw?e~.!.wo$ix.?d,p~.i.~t~,.EE?.h.a

specimen shall “be looped or folded once, without creasmq, over the horszoitally
..+.... ..., :,.>.

mspended filament an~ its ends clamped together. To this clamp, there shall be
added sufficie~t.weight to give a total hanginq load, in grams, of sixteen times the
filament diameter in roils (0.001 inch). The.spe~$mer.-shall se hun’gEor 30 minutes”
at standaxd laboratory condi.ticms..

-...—.-
The specimens shall be removed’-,unc~amped,

and allowed to recover from the flex on a horizontal, smootl-, un’cb.strutted surf”ace
for S minutes. The specimen shall then be p~aced on the protractor or polar
coordinate graph paper with one leg of the unrecovered herd on the 180 irsdexand the
flex point on the circle center or intersection C? the index radii. Observation shall
be made of the remaining. Tack of full recover:.to the ~riginal straightness’ or’180”
angle to,the nearest 1“ of an91e.

“14.
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L,.

,

... -,,

4.3.13.4 Results. The average of the five
flex recovery fcr t he iilament.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELI’JERY

5,..1Packaging. ?ackaging. shall.be level-A.—

specimens shall be recorded as the

or C as specifie-~ (see 6L=Z).---1 ‘ ... ., .! . . .!

5.1.1 Level A. Synthetic filaments of cne class, type, size, lenqth, md color.—
only shall be bundled in cylindrical form in a bundle diameter as specified in the
applicable table. Each bundle shall be securetiby means of a.kraft paFer wrapping,
tightly woun@.around the entire length of the bundle.

5.1.2 Level C. Synthetic filaments shall be packaged in accordance with the
industry’s’”mce.

5.2 Packing. F’ackinq shall be level A, B, or C as specified (see 6.2).

5.2.1 Level A. Synthetic filaments of one class, type, size, length, and color.—
only package6 as specified in 5.1, shall be packed in a snug-fittingfiberboard
shipping containerconforming to style RSC-L, V3C or V3S of PPP-3-636. The inside
of each shipping container shall be fitted with a taped liner conforming to type Cl?,
class domestic, variety SW, grade 275 of P?P-F-320. Each shipoing container shall
be closes, waterproofed, and reinforced with flat steel stx-appingor tape banding
in accordance with the appendix of the container specification. The weight of the
c~ntents of each shipping container shall not exceed 65 pounds.

5.2.2 Level B. Synthetic filamentsof one class,type,size,length,and———
colorOP.lY,packagedas specifiedin 5.1, shallbe packedin a snug-fittingfiberboard
shipping container conforming to style RSC-L, type CF or SF, class domestic, variety
SW, grade 275 of PPP-B-636.” The inside of each shipping container shall be fitted
with a taped liner conforming to type CF, class domestic, Variety SW, ?rade 275 of
PPP-F-320. Each shi’ppingcontainer shall be closed, r.ethod11, in accordancewith
the appendix of the container specification. The weight of the contents of each
shipping container shall not exceed 65 pounds.

5.2.3 Level C. Synthetic filaments, packaqed as specified in 5.1, shall be
packed in a manner to insure carrier acceptance and safe delivery to destination at
the lowest transportation rate for such sup?lies. Containers shall be in accordance
with National Motor Freight Classification Rules or Uniform Freight Classification
Rules, as applicable.

5.3.1 Civil aqencies. With interior packages and shippinq ~ontainers shail be
~rked in ~r~ce with Fed. std. No. 123.

5.3.2 Military requirements. With interior >ackages anC sl;ippingcontainers
shall be a~d—in accordance <ith MIL-STD-129.

..

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. The synthetic filaments covered by this specification are
intended for use in the manufacture of brushes.

..—
6.2 Szaering data . Purchasers ‘shcmld select the preferreC?optior.s‘perritted

herein, ~~-incl.ude the followinq information ifi?roc~rement documents:

(a) ritle, number,, and date of this spec~.ficatic-l.
(b) Class and type of filament require6 (see 1.2.1).
(cl Lengt~~~d. size of ‘fllanent requ”lred (see 3.3 and 3.4). ‘ “’” ; ‘
(d) Ctilorof types II and 111 filaments required (see 3.5.2).
(:-.)Seiaction of applicable levels of packaging and packinu (see 5,.1and 5.2).

15
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(J, 3 A measuring microscope or catheter.le=r tiaertner 50 mm range -~:enco No. 72905 or equal shall

be usedjsee 4.3.9. 2).

6.4 A self-illuminatedrnagnifyin$ projector. Bausch and Lomb Tri-Simplex lNiicroProjectcr ,No.

42-63-59, or equal, shallbe used (see 4,3.13.2).

6.5 Class S - styreneplastic.Class S has been deletedfrom the specification.

I

PREPARING ACTIVITY : GSA - FSS

U. S . GO’WRIW?NT?5.1!J71NGOFFICE :&?.’< - 719-81~~177’” ___ ..._-_.—..— -— ..’

Orders for this p:.i]lication are to bs placed with General Services Adn. .:.istratiol + ~: :: ?.s an ~geut

for the Superintendent of Documents. See section 2 :..: this :~pecificatioa t,> #~LiaL~ ex.r’ c:?~e~ ?.rzdothc~y

documents referenced herein. Price ~,5 cents cLc L.

!~
. .
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